
TRUMP’S DEATH PANEL
COMES FOR DETROIT
[UPDATE-1]
Trump decided to kill Detroiters by withholding
essential equipment. He’s chosen not to act,
trash talking about Michigan’s governor in the
process. Welcome to Trump’s death panel.

A VIRUS DOES NOT CARE
During the 1918 worldwide flu epidemic, some
leaders understood the first rule of viruses,
and others did not. The rule is simple: a virus
does not care.

Here’s the story . . .

THREE THINGS: THE
GOP’S TRUMPIAN DEATH
PANELS [UPDATE-1]
Remember back in 2009 during the health care
debates when conservatives and the Republican
Party cried about “death panels”?

THREE THINGS: RACIST
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REDIRECTS AS GOP
CLINGS TO ITS BRAND
None of this had to happen. Not a lick of it. It
makes the ongoing daily failures even more
ridiculous.

THREE THINGS: EVEN
MORE FAMILY FUN WITH
COVID-19
I figured it would be the oldsters in the family
who would be my first worry when it came to
COVID-19. I was wrong. This is an open thread.

THREE THINGS: GOOD
(FAMILY) NEWS, BAD
(COVID-19) NEWS
Good news: my kid tested positive for strep. Bad
news: COVID-19 is still on the march, and we
have some Swedish Death Cleaning to do.

THREE THINGS: MORE
FAMILY FUN WITH
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COVID-19
COVID-19 makes family discussions interesting.
Challenging, even. I never expected to have to
tell one of my kids not to come home.

THREE THINGS:
ENDEMIC COVID-19
EDITION
Need some good news? This isn’t it. Brace
yourself because it’s going to get worse no
matter what the Trump White House wants you to
believe.

COVID-19: THE GIFT OF
FAMILY DISCUSSION
TOPICS [UPDATE-1]
There’s nothing quite like receiving an email
from my father first thing in the morning.

MY CORONA
My touch with Corona
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